popped

EVENT
PROGRAM
laneway POp UP BAR AND RESTAURANT

FRIDAY NIGHT
19 MAY
SATURDAY NIGHT 20 MAY
5PM – 11PM // 18+ only event // fully licensed. BYO not permitted
$10 entry
Laneway Activation Launch // Live art // Live DJs
Street food courtesy of Three Blue Ducks
Bar co-hosted by Stone & Wood Brewery, Brookie’s Gin and Bucha of Byron
Fresh Air Gallery Launch
Green Wall installations by Niaku, Byron Bay
Bespoke built furniture courtesy of SL Byron Bay

LIVE IDEAS PROGRAM
SATURDAY 20 MAY

12PM – 3PM // All ages // $10 entry
12:00pm		
12:30pm 		
1:00pm 		
1:30pm 		
2:00 pm 		
2:30pm 		

Welcome drinks hosted by Bucha of Byron
Placemaking: The history and future of Byron
Expression and Freedom: The Street Art Movement
Surf Alley: Stories from the Honour Roll
Art, healing and well-being
Being Bold: Exploring Creative Courage

Stay tuned as we launch our local and national panellists.
Tickets for all events via www.poppedcreative.com
For an additional $5, ticket holders can purchase a return bus ride, thanks to GO BYRON from outer
suburbs Lennox Head, Bangalow, Brunswick Heads & Mullumbimby. Limited seats available.

WELCOME
“People that were
willing to go to
great lengths
to follow
their craft,
take risks and
put their lives
on the line for
their passions
transfixed me...
People who all
started by taking
a risk and chose
to be bold.”

Moving to Byron was for me, as I imagine for many others, a “life
moment” where I was instantly bewitched by all its offerings.
Its richness in the arts and creative industries, the magnitude of
resourcefulness that the people that live here own, the diverse
landscapes and quirky towns, the high focus on wellbeing and work
life balance, its commitment to community and looking after the
township, its commitment to any drink that is green, its women,
its men, its children - ALL OF IT - but mostly I fell in love with its
boldness!
People that were willing to go to great lengths to follow their craft,
take risks and put their lives on the line for their passions transfixed
me. I have watched people walk away from successful careers,
downsize their homes and take low paid jobs, even sell their
clothes to bring their dreams to fruition here in Byron. Never have
I known a place so rich with such incredibly creative and successful
entrepreneurs. People that all started by taking a risk and chose to
be bold. I wanted in!! Where does one start with so many ideas??
The first very important lesson when one moves to Byron... Listen
and get involved.
After half a lifetime dedicated to the arts and cultural events, I was
extremely lucky to have been asked to be a creative advisor on
The Byron Bay Master Plan – Bounce Group and The Vibrant Byron
Committee. For over 2 years I was involved in intensive consultation
with Byron Shire residents and was able to gain insight into what
YOU, the community, were saying.
So now, after much observing, planning and creating we are so proud
to be delivering ‘POPPED’ to you as our gift and our contribution to
the Byron Bay community.
POPPED explores opportunities, inspires creation and invigorates
what is possible not just in Byron’s town centre but everywhere. It
reimagines the dark corners and unused spaces and makes them
place. A place for culture, a place for community but mostly a place
for you.

abbie gibson
co-founder & director
popped creative

What is Placemaking ?

WHAT IS
POPPED?

The term placemaking has been used in many
discussions about the Byron Bay town centre.
Placemaking is the process through which we
collectively activate and beautify our public spaces to
maximise shared value. With the community being
at the heart of placemaking, community participation
is critical with placemaking involving the planning,
design, management and programming of public
spaces. More than just creating better design of public
spaces, placemaking facilitates creative patterns of
activities and connections (cultural, economic, social,
ecological) that define a place and support its ongoing
evolution.

Popped is inspired by city laneway
and public space creative activation,
loved by locals and visitors alike. It is
an artistic and urban activation in an
unused public space in the Byron Bay
CBD - Made for locals, by locals.
It is the first of it’s kind for Byron
Bay, and what we hope is the first
of many more exciting opportunities
for Byron Bay to reimagine it’s own
self - to re-engage with the town,
and lift its head high as a player in the
international cultural arts landscape.
Bringing the sophistication of the city
placemaking concept, and melding
it with Byron Bay’s core values
including social and environmental
responsibility and honouring the
town’s history and arts legacy,
Popped aims to redefine our night
time economy, raising its collective
glasses to the past and the future,
together as a community.
Enjoy!

What is Street Activation ?

“

Street activation is defined as any activity within
the street setting that includes streets, footpaths,
laneways, car parks, public domain spaces and
foreshore locations. Activation involves any type of
event, street performance (busking), art installations
and pop up style activity that has a community benefit.

Art is important.
Incalculable research has
proven the necessity of art
and culture in individual
and community flourishing,
and Byron Bay is the perfect
breeding ground for
cultural innovation.
MOnique Hartman
Popped Creative

”

The primary advantage of having a thriving street life
is having people gather in public spaces for various
social and lifestyle opportunities. The range of
activities occurring within these spaces can diversify
people’s experiences as they move through the town
centre.
In the context of Byron Bay the benefit of activated
streets will further encourage more participation
of workers, residents and visitors in using the
space within the town centre. It will strengthen our
community.
- Byron Shire Council

fresh air
gallery
Bringing the gallery to the street, Fresh Air Gallery is a new innovation born by Byron
Bay based artist Nitsua, promoting accessible arts, sustainability, philanthropy, and
performance.
“The FRESH AIR GALLERY is born of existence to be free, two transportable pop up
walls with the freedom to travel on location lit by the power of the sun,” says Nitsua.

LIVE IDEAS
PROGRAM
Popped is passionate about the local community and contributing to a vibrant cultural
future for the Byron region and beyond. By creating a platform for conversation around art,
placemaking and well-being from a local perspective, we hope to inspire and encourage
the entire community to grow this initiative together.
Live Ideas is an all-ages alcohol-free event. Thanks to our mates Bucha of Byron, nourish
your body and mind, with a healthy locally made drink, whilst you soak up some great ideas
and inspiring conversations.

“Each show is run as a live performance, with four selected artists with the gift to
offer their freedom of expression, while respectively supporting their art for a cause”.

We thank our Major Sponsor and Live Ideas supporter FEROS CARE as well as
our wonderful panelists for their dedication to community and sharing stories and
providing this fantastic experience for the Popped audience.

Follow each Individual show and the live auctions supporting the cause through an
instagram feed at @thefreshairgallery

YOU CAN SEE THE FULL EVENT PROGRAM ON PAGE 1

RAISING COIN FOR BYRON
COMMUNITY THEATRE
Byron Community Theatre is the hub of cultural activity in Byron Bay and has provided
countless opportunities for local artists and arts groups over the years. We are proud
to help raise awareness and funds for their much needed upgrades that will help
continue to deliver an outstanding arts program for the whole community to enjoy.
“The 250 seats and carpet in Byron Theatre are in urgent need of
replacement. The Arts NSW has provided nearly 50% of the cost. Now
we need to raise just over $60,000 to make it happen - that’s $250
for each seat! ... This will ensure theatre patrons will continue to
enjoy a wonderful and comfortable experience in the Byron Theatre
for years to come!”
- Cr. Paul Spooner
You can make a donation when you purchase a ticket to the Popped event via our
ticket portal, or you can donate directly through their crowdfunding campaign at
www.byroncentre.com.au/comfy-bums/

the collaboration
One of the most exciting elements of the Popped Laneway Activation Project
is bringing the artists and community together to collaborate on the large scale
murals. Some of the artists reflect on the benefits of working collaboratively...
“Believe it or not, this
will be the first time
that 6 local Byron Bay
artists collaborate
together in town on
this type of community
project. It is so often
that local artists
get overlooked and
organizers tend to go
for the usual suspects
from out of town
or overseas. This way
we get to put love
back into our local
community!”

- TEAZER

“Collaborating not
only brings people
together but it also
joins us as one and
has the power to
create something
even bigger,
something that one
person could not
possibly come up with
while we all walk
away with a greater
sense of Knowledge
& fulfillment from
what has just been
created.”

- NITSUA

“When you have a
bunch of musicians
together in a room
its bound to sound
good, well that’s
the same with
artistS. Its great
to have everyone
together.
THERE ARE a lot
of creative and
unique minds and I
can’t wait to paint
with this group.”

- BURG

JEREMY
AUSTIN

NITSUA

“Using street art as a medium to
express myself and come together
with other artists in the community
is a great way to reinvigorate
the space and re-imagine these
laneways that obviously need
change.”

Meet Austin: a New Zealand native
residing in Byron Bay, NSW. Artist,
graphic designer, creator, and
founder of NITSUA. Turning his
creative passion into profession
in 1997 as a Graphic Designer
in fashion and skateboarding
industries, he always had a drive
to create unique artwork and
stray away from the norms and
trends of the corporate industry.
In 2003, his work was noticed
by a well-known and respected
Australian painter, Ken Done, and he
began to express himself through
an apparel line called Sidewalk.
Over the years, he has created
and collaborated with many other
visionaries and as his portfolio
broadened, so did his inspiration.
Known
for
his
multi-faceted
mediums and explosive use of
colour, Nitsua’s characters and floral
like stencils can be found not only
lining the streets of Byron but on
textiles, record covers, wallpapers,
homewares and soft furnishings.

“Expressing my art to
the public gives a lot
back to whoever has
witnessed it. The Art
has just given them a
feeling, an inspiration
kind of like how music
can be, I believe art
can be from a similar
department.”

His distinct style draws on what he
calls his love for his “Surfer/SkaterRat” upbringing leaving inspired
traces of realism versus surrealism.
@_n_i_t_s_u_a
nitsua.com.au

Proudly
supported by
SAE

Jeremy Austin is an Australian artist based in the Northern Rivers of
NSW who works in a variety of mediums out of his studio in Lismore.
A keen painter, illustrator, graphic designer, street-artist and screen-printer, Jeremy prints
his artworks onto T-shirts and continues the exploration in mark-making and spontaneous
creation daily by attacking sketchbooks, canvases and walls with a playful vigour.
Jeremy is well known for his mural in the Back Alley Gallery in Lismore, which people refer
to as ‘The Mexican Wall’ or the ‘Ponchmen Mural’. This piece was very well received by the
local community and showcases Jeremy’s ability to paint memorable large scale artwork.
Jeremy uses street art as a platform to start a conversation and engage with the
community, creating an interactive exhibition space for the public eye. This is the focus
of his art, whether it’s simply spontaneously ‘bombing a wall’, planning the initial stages
of a commissioned mural, Jeremy enjoys the community engagement that occurs during
painting on the street and also the discussion that arises when a mural is complete.
Proudly
supported by
SPORTSGIRL

@jeremyaustin
caperonalways.com

BURG
Burg is an Artist originally from
Anglesea, Australia. He grew up
surrounded by the vibrant street
art culture of Melbourne. This
shaped him into an artist with
unique skills in a vast variety
of mediums, allowing him to
express his distinctive style. Burg
draws inspiration from nature,
music
and
modern
culture.
Based in Byron Bay since 2013,
he has painted several businesses
in the shire, which have been
well received by the community.

TEAZER
Davey Mac - aka ‘Teazer’ found solace in drawing as
a child and teenager, later
realising
the
application
of art onto walls in public
spaces. Having grown up
in Bondi in the late 80’s, he
was heavily influenced by
graffiti art and skateboard
culture around the area.
His graffiti is presently taking
him all around Australia and
the world and his vibrant
use of colours and iconic
painted girls are making him
well known in the industry.

Proudly
supported by
BYRON BAY
COOKIE CO

His journey has landed him
in the beautiful surrounds of
Byron Bay with his partner and
fellow artist Alyssa Tennent,
with whom he has opened
up Stay Gold Studio - a fresh
initiative to create art, connect
with and exhibit artworks from
international and local artists.
“The POPPED project
aims to activate
the potential in
this neglected back
carpark of Byron Bay,
and create a point of
interest and gathering
place for creativity
and inspiration.”

@staygoldstudio
staygoldstudio.com.au

In the 4 years
that I have lived
in Byron, the
community seems
to be steadily
moving from a
conservative
mindset towards a
more alternative
culture. Local
businesses are
embracing and
supporting the
talent of local
artists, craftsmen
and musicians. All
Inclusive! Popped
is at the cutting
edge of this
change.”

“It’s great to have
everyone together. there
are a lot of creative and
unique minds and i can’t
wait to paint with this
group.”
“All i want to do is leave
the bay looking better
than when i got here. If
everyone can do that in
their own way, i think we
will be just fine.”

@_.burg._

Proudly
supported by
STONE & WOOD

“This project is great
for the Bay. Having
lived in Melbourne
for a few years, I have
worked with several
creative groups. It’s
great to see a group
of talented and likeminded people come
together to make our
streets bright and
clean. It’s been needed
for a while.”

BASIX
Basix was born in 1977
and grew up in Northern
NSW. He has been painting
using aerosol cans for 25
years. Growing up, Basix
was into the graffiti and
skateboarding
scene
and
this is where his love affair
with aerosol cans started.
Self-taught, Basix has been
driven by his determination
to move forward artistically
in the graffiti world. He is
well-known for his colour
schemes,
clean
lines,
skillful free-hand technique
and his eye for detail.

SHMICK

One of Australia’s fast emerging contemporary
artists, Shmick is a freelance artist from Northern
NSW specialising in large scale murals, illustration,
visual art installations and digital design. He has
participated in numerous exhibitions and his work
has begun to be recognised internationally. Following
years of perfecting his craft, Shmick’s painting is a
form of meditation. He channels great thought and
creative energy into each piece, showing people
something they may have never seen before.
As a self-taught artist, he started his journey drawing
comic books and illustration and transitioned to
detailed works and large scale colourful murals. His
work is an opportunity to be hands on, outdoors
and integrates creativity and adventure into part
of his daily routine. With his work he aims to
create something to make us think differently
and question our environment, or simply to
inspire someone to pick up a pen...or spray can.
As a POPPED artist, Shmick hopes to engage
people and create discussion. He feels the event
will have a positive role in the local community.

“This project will benefit
the community by bringing
some new life to Surf Alley.
Working on a mural is an
opportunity for local
artists to collaborate and
use their strengths. Byron
Bay has a great creative
culture and we need more
events like this that create
opportunities for artists
and the community to feel a
part of something. “

@shmick
shmickcreations.com

Proudly supported by
first national

He has morphed 2D and 3D
lettering creating fresh, clean and
intricate pieces. He also prints
free-hand photo realism murals.
Basix has painted all over
Australia and has spent time
travelling overseas for work. One
of his main clients is MovieWorld
where he is regularly used to
create movie backdrops and
feature events. He is also the
head artist and part owner of
Australia’s most popular street
art label, Scribe Apparel and
also produces artwork for the
world’s biggest street wear
label, Tribal Gear, from the USA.

Basix is a household
name in the graffiti
game.

@mrbasix

VINNIE
LADUCE

SHAUN
LEMURA
“I wanted to be part of
this project to bring
an amazing concept
together and showcase
what I can do with a great
team of artists.”

Vinnie LaDuce just got back from Japan, a city
that nurtures all the weirdest versions of human
endeavor. A heaving club in Tokyo down two narrow
flights of stairs, in a basement, in a dark alley way,
VL was right at home. A perfect setting for his
synthematic, bass heavy, secret pop music that
respectfully tips its hat to the hip hop aesthetic.
Underneath avant-garde beat building and dizzyingly affected vocals, is vulnerable songwriting
with a love affair of the now. And he’s at it again
with his latest body of work with production
that searches forward but respects the innate.
Film maker, male model and one of the greatest
music video actors of our time, legend has it that
LaDuce spent several years, roaming and performing
in the bass heavy clubs in the East End of London
before his relocation to Byron Bay, Australia,
where the cocktails and the summers never end.

Owner and operator of SL Byron Bay, Shaun Lemura has been working in the Byron Shire
for nine years. As a qualified cabinet, kitchen and furniture maker who has been in the
industry for over 20 years, SL Byron Bay produces custom designed kitchens, bathroom
vanities and wardrobes for residential clients and commercial fit-outs for businesses.

Seeing a need for quality timber furniture, Shaun recently launched a second business,
Vacanza Furniture, that specialises in creating individually designed, hand-made pieces of
contemporary timber home furniture for modern day living. Vacanza Furniture delivers a
personalised designer range of unique custom pieces that compliments a modern style.
Shaun is designing and hand making all the urban furniture for the POPPED Laneway
Activation.

@shaun_lemura
slbyronbay.com

Vinnie LaDuce is class and enigma. There is
no need for second-guessing. No concern for
nostalgia. No calculations. He is the gent who will
lead you to good times in the evening and to the
best coffee in town in the morning. He will buy
you that coffee and then thank you for enjoying
it with him. Vinnie LaDuce is all things attractive
about a never-ending good-time…where no-one
gets hurt and there is no such thing as a hangover.
LaDuce is curating the DJ entertainment for the
POPPED evening events.

@vinnieladuce
vinnieladuce.com

NIKAU
Nikau (nee-co) is a botanical and clay
emporium located in beautiful Byron Bay.
A collaboration between Nicole Steele,
designer and ceramicist, and Nikki Pocock,
florist and botanical stylist, our goal is to bring
thoughtful, functional and sustainable design
to our local community and around the world.
As well as designing and creating our own
ceramics and products, we stock and support
other artists that follow the same ethos – original
handmade product with a focus on slow
buying. In fact, 90% of our store features
handmade pieces, of which the majority are
local Byron Bay and Northern Rivers artists.
Our Byron Bay store includes a flower bar, hardto-find plants and cactus, ceramic works by
renowned potters, and original artwork - plus
workshops on the deck, including clay hand
building, floral classes and plant education.
Nikau
are
installations

crafting
the
green
wall
for
the
POPPED
event.

@nikau.store
Facebook: Nikau

BYRON SHIRE COUNCIL
PlaceMAKING - the MASTERPLAN
Byron Shire Council is very proud of the five successful Placemaking
Seed Funding projects, of which POPPED is one. POPPED will
reinvigorate a tired laneway with live art, installations, music,
green walls, cool lighting, talks and ideas programs, charity
auctions, bespoke furniture, local fine food and drink, and the
unveiling of a new, brighter era for Byron’s beloved ‘Surf Alley’.
During 2016/17, Byron Shire Council embarked on a significant and
groundbreaking project with the development of the Byron Bay
Town Centre Masterplan. Extensive consultation was undertaken
to appreciate the current and future needs of the community,
including the understanding of what’s working, what’s not, the
unique qualities of the town centre and determining how each one
of these can shape the future of the town, its livability and economy.
The Masterplan celebrates Byron Bay’s unique vibe, eclectic culture
and natural character through a bold vision and layering of strategies
that frame the centre’s future over the coming 20 years. The
Masterplan prioritises a pedestrian core, biodiverse street corridors,
flexible public spaces for varying users and a locally vibrant economy.
The Byron Bay Town Centre Placemaking Seed Fund was a launchpad
initiative to quickly progress key strategies of the Masterplan relating to
revitalisation, beautification and activation that results in a higher level of
connectedness for locals and opportunities for homegrown enterprise.
- BSC
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
www.byron.nsw.gov.au/byron-bay-masterplan

BYRON BAY
BOARDRIDERS
“Surfing is art,”local surfing legend Rusty
Miller announces with a grin as we have a
chat about the Popped project and story of
the local surfing community. “I agree there
is a connection between art and surfing”.
Rusty’s fellow surfing enthusiast and Byron Bay
Boardriders President, Neil Cameron agrees. “That
feeling of paddling out in the morning and seeing a
barrel form through the sunrise, and then sometimes
seeing the dolphins - there’s nothing more
magical,” says Cameron, with a twinkle in his eye.
As the conversation continues, I discuss my
experience in the arts, and the possibilities
promising through a new and growing venture
such as Popped; how we can offer indirect and
direct economical and societal benefits to myriad
spin-off industries, as most major events do in any
area. Rusty agrees and suggests the same for surfing.

The Boardriders have fundraised and assisted
countless members of the community, quietly
over its 28 years of formation. They’ve raised
large sums for the likes of the hospital and surf
club to name just two, but behind the scenes
and often never known to the community, are
the small acts of whole-hearted generosity,
and true community they have engaged with.
“It is our duty to keep our ear out and listen to who
truly needs help in our community,” Neil says. It
could be anything to finding out someone is doing
it tough and needs a new fridge, or someone has
lost a loved one and needs help with the rent. We’ve
done a lot for individuals and families that we just
don’t need to talk about because we protect their
privacy, and we don’t seek accolades. Mainly, as
the president I set the example, and it teaches the
young people in the club to be more benevolent”.

“Surfers weren’t always welcomed here. We
were seen as beach bums. We weren’t the
kind of people you’d want your daughters to
meet. But after a while people realise it has its
connected opportunities for other industries
such as fashion and shapers and the like.”

Popped is thankful to the Byron Boardriders for
the continued consultation through the project.
We particularly thank Neil Cameron, Rusty & Trish
Miller, Max & Yvonne Pendergast, and Bob McTavish
for their generosity of time, and shared stories,
and we feel very privileged to get to know these
wonderful people as a result of the Popped project.

After sharing our thoughts on the synergy and
similarities between surfing and the arts, and the
benefits of sport and art supporting each other,
Neil humbly discusses the motivation behind
the Boardriders organisation, and that is, what
Rusty interjects and names ‘Silent Philanthropy’.

The Byron Bay Boardriders raise money through
memberships and fundraising events throughout
the year. After the club is maintained, monies
raised go back into the community and those
most in need. To become a member, donate, or
find out more visit http://byronbayboardriders.com/
The next Ben King Memorial Classic will be held on
10 - 12 June.
- Monique Hartman

Popped recognises the significant role
that mentorships play in developing
skill sets and professional relationships
within
the
creative
industries.
At
Popped Creative, we are dedicated to
supporting the local community and a
thriving arts industry through generating
opportunities for emerging creative and
arts industry professionals to broaden
their skills and work on meaningful
projects with support and guidance.
For this particular event, Popped is proud to
SAE Film student, Leisa Hayhoe, onto the
Media team. Leisa works alongside Popped
Liesel Arden, and local filmmaker, Nolan
Full of NVF Photographics, developing and
film content for the Popped Laneway

POPPED
MENTORSHIPS
welcome
Creative
Director,
Verhiejcreating
Project.

Leisa reflects on her experience so far ...
“I am loving working with a team of
dedicated, passionate and professional
creatives within an encouraging and
nurturing environment. I have learnt
technical
and
project
development
skills that I would not have had the
opportunity to otherwise. I really enjoy
being surrounded by such forward
thinking, contemporary creative brains
and I am so grateful for all of the learning
opportunities that have come along with it.”
“Working with Popped Creative has meant
that I have been able to see first hand what
is involved in an undertaking such as this and
also to greater understand the roles played
by each creative within this collaboration.”
“Liesel
has
consistently
encouraged
and nurtured my ideas and thinking
and
ensures
that
my
professional,
educational and creative needs are
satisfied. Through her guidance I’m
developing research and interview skills,
gaining a greater understanding of the
requirements
of
content
producing
for promotion and documentation and
honing my creative thinking to work
toward the desired final deliverable. “
“Nolan’s calm yet passionate approach to
photography and film making makes him
a fantastic mentor! Through his tuition
and encouragement I have been able to
better my technical film making skills and
achieve results in my work that I have
long worked toward. I’ve learnt a lot from
his ability to assess locations quickly
and create an environment that is film
friendly, both technically and aesthetically.”
You can see Leisa’s work on the Popped
Vimeo stream and on our Social Media.

The Three Blue Ducks is a locally owned and
operated café located at The Farm in Byron Bay.
Originally dreamed up during a surf trip in Morocco,
Bronte locals Mark, Chris and Sam were looking
for a better, more sustainable approach to living
that incorporated good ethical food. They soon
teamed up with Jeff, another local business owner
and Darren who had just finished up as head chef at
Tetsuyas.
“At Three Blue Ducks we are passionate about what
we do and we hope it shows in our product. We make
all our own pastries and baked goods. We try our
hardest to gather all other produce from sustainable
sources, whether it be organic eggs or grass fed
beef, with a policy of nothing goes to waste. Fish is
sustainably caught or by-catch. Cleaning products are
environmentally friendly non-toxic biodegradable.”
So the story of the Three Blue Ducks is really a story
of a few guys who were taught a few things and
learnt a few more things and travelled a few roads,
surfed a few breaks and came to the realization that
they wanted to live lives of hard work, eat real food
from good, ethical sources, cooked well and served
without pretension to people with the sun on their
backs and salt in the air, by people who care about
the world they have inherited and the one to come.
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